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Speech of Mike llansfield (D-I.!ontana)
St . P~trick ' s ~ay - 3/17/48 - Pittsburgh

It is a privilege to talk with you this evening

a1'0:1Xt:X~t:&a

on
~t.m.mt~m~:r;t.:Qn:; l fo.

subject and a land dear to every son of St . Patrick.

Our Country has been built upon the ideals of justice, tolerance, and
equality, and because of this i t is loved by every Irish- American.
It has never been

my

good fortune to visit Ireland, the land of

my ancestors, but it has been my privilege to see Ireland.

On convoy duty

in the American navy in the World lar I, our ship, on one occasion, made
the passage between Wales and Ireland, and I, happening to be on the morning watch, saw with the coming of the dawn a bit of Erin.
the thrill it gave me .

I can only say that this glimpse of a white light-

house set in an emerald green background brought a catch to
tears to my eyes .

I cannot describe

my

throat and

That was where my father and mother came. from , and there

wa s the place where our families had lived and struggled to maintain themselves honorably and to love God.
As I looked at the island of Saints and Scholars , there flashed
through my mind a kaleidoscopic view of its great history.

I saw from

the sixth through the eighth centuries the Irish nation as the cultural
center of the Weetern world and the Irish Church as the pioneer of European
progress , with her scholars going to all parts of Europe to teach .

Then

when darker days came upon the island, when the hand of the tyrant closed
the gates of knowledge to her, I saw her inextinguishable love of learning
burn steadily although at times faintly through the years .

The next view

was that of the long and agonizing fight for freedom , the procession of
Irish heroes-- Daniel O'Connil, Robert Emmett, Parnell -- the names are
legion -- who made the Irish love of democracy and liberty the very foundation of their lives .

With years of famine and the most painful of

material plights , the deeds of that bravest of nations seem like miracles

to me .

Ireland's l ove of music , her genial wit, her tol erance , and her
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unsha.ka ble faith in the love of God are brighter and ore to be
against her sombre physical and political history.

dmired

Sadder probably than

any other picture is the emigration of her sons and daughters in the 19th
century.

There Ireland stands like the ancient Greek Niobe sorrowing for

her departed children.

All this is past and now with gratitude in our

hearts, we can think of Ireland as being more prosperous, more peaceful
and happy in the success of her children in their new found homes in
lmerica.

Let us hope and pray that this prosperity, happiness, and peace

will remain hers for many decades to come.
Here tonight among you Knights of :IquijFI see Ireland in another
setting.

Pittsburg--and Pennsylvania-is favored in having many public

spirited citizens who assist each year in this very fine celebration in
honor of St. Patrick.

For many years someone has stood in this place to

say what this day means to us and to ours.

Not only here in Pennsylvania,

but throughout the world as well, there is the sound of Irish mulit and
the wearing of the green.

St. Patrick's day is celebrated with good will

in almost every country in the world.

We of the Irish race know that

there have been Irishmen who have become prominent in every land.

We look

with pride at the first head of the republic in Chile, Bernardo O'Higgins;
at Duffy, prime minister of Australia; at O'Donnell, premier of Spain; at
McMahon, the president of the Third French Republic.

In America we have

had Phil Sheridan, commander-in-chief of the American army; Tom Walsh our
late great senator from Montana, and here in Pittsburg we have the Sullivans, the Harringtons, the Murphys, and the other Irish--all heroes in
their own right.
There are some of you here this evening who are not of Irish
descent; but all of us regardless of origin are united in the knowledge
that we are first and foremost Americans.

Your coming is a tribute to us

- 3 of Irish blood, and we are proud and grateful to you for your friendship.
Your coming is also indica. ti ve of how well the races have mingled in this
American melting-pot.

The fact that descendants of various countries can

meet to help celebrate the patron saint of another country shows a. unity
and a tolerance which speaks well for this nation of ours.

It is our fer-

vent wish that our neighbors from other lands will meet with us again next
year, and that between now and then we all will continue to grow in one
another's esteem.

Our one concern now is the welfare of our country; and

unity, patriotism, loyalty, love of justice and equality--all characteristic of our forbears--are essential to this welfare.
Loye and loyalty for America on the part of the Irish have never
been questioned.

In the American revolution, when our small army was

suffering at Valley Forge, 34 members of the Sons of St. Patrick at Philadelphia came to its rescue and helped to save the day by a contribution of
more than half a million dollars to the government's treasury.

Little

wonder that George Washington, the father of our country, in becoming an
honorary member of the society saidz

"I accept with singular pleasure

the enisgn of so worthy a fraternity as that of the Sons of St. Patrick,
a society distinguished for the firm adherence of its members to the cause
in which we are all embarked.•

The Irish have attested to their bravery

and patriotism in all America's wars .

They have also attested to their

love of justice and liberty Qy being first in the vanguard of social
reforms.
Because our country has held out the ideals of life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness to the oppressed of the world, the Irish have
found this a land which answered their innermost wants; their gratitude
and loyalty accordingly have been given whole-heartedly and spontaneously .
America has been the land of promise to the sons and daughters of Ireland.

- 4Here they haTe been &ble to exercise their talents, to contribute to the
11tera ture, to teach in the schools, to take an actiTe part in law-:naking,
and

to achieve for themselves and their children a liTelihood,

Probably

because Ireland's heritage has been a struggle for representative government, loTe of democracy is a vital part of an Irishman's I!'IB.ke-up, and
the Irishman loves America because of this democracy.
But ideal as we find this country, we must remember that we
face grave dangers today.
are threatened.

At home and abroad the ideals of our democracy

I have great confidence that America, rioh in the talents

her adopted sons haTe brought to her from every country in the world, will
solve the problems confronting her.

I have, likewise, a great certainty

that those of Irish blood, who have ever been known for their perseverance
and courage, will rise to the challenge of maintaining our democracy and
war

safeguarding our country.

~·

t:

K~ny

Disease and poverty rear their ugly heads in the midst of plenty.

attempts, through legislative action, have been made to correct these

~conditions.

I

At home depression/and its aftermath have left

Some success has been achieved, but much remains to be done

before the cause of economic security for all is effected.

It is imper-

/

atife that we have unified action in solving these problems so that the
re l i ty of democracy will continue to inspire all our citizens.

l f we

f:ye to preserve our form of government, we cannot afford the disillusion-

/
/

ment and the turning to •isms• which follow the breakdown of equality.

It

is well to remember that the best way to preserve democracy is to make
democracy work.
While these problems must be met at home, we are also aware that
we have changed conditions abroed. we are living in a time of fear, a

..
- 5Inscrt here remarks on Ylorld situation
time which is something new in the annals of our country. / Yte can overcome
this fear by recognising

~~e

benefits and privileges which are ours today,

by making up our minds to preserve them at any and at all costs.

And

t h en, through a program of co-operation, we can show to the rest of the
world we can, and that we will survive because o! our faith in God
and in our country, the United States of America.

~

f~~ ·
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It is a privilege to talk with you this evening about the United
States of America, a subject and a land dear to every eon of St. Patrick.
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